Southside Aquatic Facility
Pool Deck Furniture Layout Concept to Support Social Distancing
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Tabulation

- 100 chase lounge chairs
- 66 beach towel spots
- 2 picnic tables (5 people per table)
- 57 total "cabanas" / designated seating areas
  - 32 cabanas with 4 seats
  - 23 cabanas with 2 seats
  - 2 cabanas with 5 seats (picnic tables)
- **184 total places to sit (36.8% of typical capacity)**
- Assuming 81.5% of seats are full, the site would serve 150 patrons (30% of typical capacity)

Assumptions: Social distance buffers can be shared / overlap; 8' wide circulation walkway around pool

Approximate Scale: 1" = 30'
Tabulation

- 100 "swimmers" shown in the pool with 6' clear space between groups or individuals
- Notes:
  - This model shows...
  - 11 groups of 4 swimmers (family of 4)
  - 19 groups of 2 swimmers (2 from the same household)
  - 18 individual swimmers
  - Swimmers are not shown in the plunge pool because it must be left clear for water slide users
  - Little kids play structure not shown
  - Swimmers near the edge of the pool would have their social distance buffer zone overlap the proposed circulation route around the pool.